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NYSE LIFFE’S MILLING WHEAT FUTURES CONTRACT 
TRADES OVER 50,000 CONTRACTS FOR THE FIRST TIME 

 
Amsterdam, Brussels, Lisbon, London, Paris, 23 July 2010 – Today NYSE Liffe 
announced that total daily volume in its Milling Wheat futures contract passed 50,000 
contracts for the first time, on 22 July 2010.  
 
Milling Wheat futures reached a record of 50,165 contracts, surpassing the previous 
record of 43,986 contracts set on 15 July 2010.  Total combined Milling Wheat 
futures and options volume set a new record of 64,959 contracts, surpassing the 
previous record of 52,674 contracts set on 6 July 2010. 
 
“The continued growth of the Milling Wheat futures contract is testimony to its 
success as a hedging instrument for the commercial market, as well as demonstrating 
its growing role as an investable asset.  Over the past five years it has consistently 
broken significant volume milestones, and 50,000 contracts is another important 
marker in the life of the contract”, said Ian Dudden, Director, Commodity 
Derivatives. 

NYSE Liffe lists a broad range of Commodity Products including Cocoa, Robusta 
Coffee, White Sugar, Feed Wheat, Milling Wheat, Rapeseed, Corn & Malting Barley, 
all of which trade exclusively on LIFFE CONNECT®. 

The contracts are actively traded by a diverse range of participants, including 
producers, exporters, trade-houses, processors and manufacturers as well as by 
managed funds and both institutional and short-term/proprietary investors.  

Free 15-minute delayed futures prices are available at 
www.euronext.com/commodityprices   

Note:  
NYSE Liffe is the global derivatives business of NYSE Euronext (NYX). In Europe, 
NYSE Liffe runs futures and options markets in Amsterdam, Brussels, Lisbon, 
London and Paris and offers a broad choice of derivatives products including 
commodities, short-term interest rates, single stocks, indices, swaps, government 
bonds and currencies.  In the U.S., NYSE Liffe operates a futures market which 
incorporates LIFFE CONNECT® technology, advanced futures clearing and a range 
of precious metals contracts.  


